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Product range*

Made of Polyurethane and reinforced with 

Aramid cords, ELATECH© SYNCRO-MAX™ 

Extra-wide Belts provide positive drive and 

synchronous conveying resulting in no slippage, 

better tracking, higher indexing/positioning 

precision, smaller drive pulley requirements, 

lower belt tension, lower shaft loads and 

consequently power saving. 

  T10  H

Profi le  

Available widths 200 mm 8”

 250 mm 10”

 300 mm 12”

 350 mm 14”

 400 mm 16”

 450 mm 18”

 500 mm 20”

                                                                                                              *Other widths available on request

2.5
010

240°

2.2
912.70

240°

Open or jointed, coated with Silicon, Rubber, PU or PVC backings, perforated or grooved with 
complex design, and equipped with a wide range of tracking guides and profi les of different 
shapes and dimensions, ELATECH© SYNCRO-MAX™ Extra-wide Belts offer the best solution 
for a great number of applications such as the production of baby diapers and feminine hygiene 
products and the production of tires as well as in many other industrial fi elds like food, tobacco, 
metal, wood, glass, and of course conveying and packaging. 

ELATECH© SYNCRO-MAX™ Extra-wide Polyurethane Belts extend the 
advantages of synchronous timing belts to wider surfaces and to the 
typical applications of fl at and modular conveyor belts. 

ELATECH® SYNCRO-MAX™

Extra-wide Polyurethane Belts

Product overview 

 Natural colour PU compound material
 High durability
 Cut resistant
 Grease, chemicals and water resistant
 Non-marking 
 Kevlar (Aramid) parallel cord reinforcement
 No cords exposure on belt edges
 Even cord tension

Available options

 FDA-compliant PU compound
 PAZ/PAR for noise reduction 
 Tracking guides on teeth and/or on back
 Silicon, PU, PVC and rubber backings
 Wide range of cleats, fl ights and profi les
 Perforation by high precision water-jet cutting technology
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Autorizovaný distributor 

TYMA CZ, s.r.o.
Na Pískách 731/12
CZ - 400 04 Trmice 

Phone: +420 475 655 010 6
Email: info@tyma.cz 

www.tyma.cz


